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The Car Park & Security Dept (CPSD) conducted
fire drill at Cluster 5 on 25 June 2022, 9am to
10am. A near-realistic situation was given for
staff to think and react in an emergency. Action
of the CERT, Cluster 5 staff and Fire Wardens.
“Fire” was extinguished, evacuation and injured
assisted to holding and first-aid area. Residents
were thanked for their cooperation and
debriefing done. Complete exercise 20 minutes.
Evacuation of residents
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STL Security manager debriefing staffs & fire wardens

Debriefing residents at the assembly area

2. Residents movement outside more relaxed
From 24 June 2022 Ministry of Manpower (MOM) has
a. Removed the requirement to submit the essential errands
form for dormitory exit for all dormitory residents
b. Exempt Special Pass holders residing in dormitories from the
Popular Places requirement.
This means dormitory operators or employers are no longer required to
submit the essential errands form to MOM for workers’ exit from the
dormitories for essential errands. This applies to all migrant workers
and Special Pass holders residing in dormitories, and will take effect
from 24 Jun 2022. The Special Pass Holders residing in dormitories will
no longer need to fill in a manual form for an Exit Pass to visit the
community and exempted from applying for a Popular Places Pass to
visit the four designated popular locations on Sundays and public
holidays.

2.1 Control on Exit pass red or green status remain for residents

SG Work Pass App turns RED

1.
SG Work Green Pass residents are allowed to exit STL.
2.
SG Work RED Pass residents need to comply with the following;
a.
To show relevant documents and Security Officer (SO) allows exit only
after the following action completed
I.
to photocopy the document
II.
record the time out/in with resident’s acknowledgment
III.
collect dorm pass upon leaving the dorm and give it back after
return
b.
If there is no relevant document, SO to refer to ACE and must have
written record ACE’s approval prior allow exit. Same for holders of Special Pass,
no pass, repatriated etc.
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3. TV Slides promotion of Do’s and Don’ts for STL residents
STL has prepared TV slides to be
screen on STL TVs located in the
general public area and the slides
primarily reminds residents the
dos and don’ts in STL namely for
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Wear face mask in shops
and lifts
Smoking only in
designated area
No cooking inside room
No washing of clothes in
toilets
No eating meals in room
Keep room tidy and clean
Scan QR code using
FWMOMCare

4. Singapore Flyers for STL residents
NGO itsRaining Raincoats has been organizing free trips for STL
residents to Singapore Flyer. This started in May 2022 and it was
also a response to the restriction imposed on migrant workers
exiting the dormitory and traveling out to community places.
With the lifting of the travel restriction, these Singapore Flyer
free trip is no longer a scheduled event. However, the NGO would
arrange such trip on case-by-case basis when employer approach
them directly and request for it.
Many of our residents have participated and enjoyed these
outings and STL would like to put on record our appreciation of
the NGO effort.

itsRainingRaincoats brings FW to Singapore Flyer

